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Tarot Of The Angels

  

Based on the Rider-Waite-Smith, this deck provides an interesting addition to the familiar images.  
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Tarot Decks: Tarot Of The Angels
 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Salesprice with discount 

Sales price $24.95

Sales price without tax $24.95

Tax amount 

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

Angels, representing guidance from the Divine or your own higher self, show up in the cards. Discover how you can better interact with or channel your highest, best self to create a life of
serenity and joy. 

 

Publisher Review: 

 

The Tarot of the Angels will surprise you. The title and gentle art cannot prepare you for this thought-provoking guide and useful divination deck. Using the structure and inspiration of the
traditional Rider-Waite-Smith deck, the Tarot of the Angels does something most clones don’t accomplish—it adds something to the images that enhance the original meanings. This deck takes
the RWS as a starting place and then takes you on a slightly different journey. You see angels, both good and evil, playing different roles. You see interactions (sometimes unknowingly) with
angels or how you channel them as you play different roles. The cards show angelic influences. The booklet gives advice via a sacred text. The deck designer meant for this package to provide
guidance; he did not mean it for divination. However, it does read very well. Through exploring this deck, you’ll also learn about yourself, which is always fascinating, isn’t it? 

 

But, let’s take a closer look at the cards themselves. The elements that are added are, of course, angels. Many people don’t believe in angels or don’t accept certain ideas about them, and
those beliefs and ideas could get in the way of one’s enjoyment of the deck. However, you can think of the angels in the images as representations of our higher selves or your individual
connection to the Divine. And because "evil guardians" are also represented, these can, perhaps, represent your shadow self. 

 

The Magician shows a scientist or alchemist at work. An angel is behind him, clearly guiding his hands has he works with his tubes and chemicals. This shows the influence of the Divine in
magic or art or science or whatever is made extraordinary by genius. Whether it is to you—an outside agent or that part of yourself that contains or is connected to the Divine—doesn’t really
matter. The point is, in either case, that all the skill in the world alone doesn’t have the same results as skill combined with inspiration. The Four of Pentacles shows the familiar figure of a man
sitting with a coin under each foot, holding a coin, and one coin floating above his head. The addition here includes a good angel and an evil angel on either side of him. Is saving always bad?
Is it always good? The Hanged Man is particularly poignant. It shows the hanged man’s head and shoulders being supported by angelic arms. The Hierophant is interesting as the image of the
Hierophant is replaced by an angel and the two supplicants or students are replaced by two sheep. This makes me think of the role of the Hierophant, as teacher and spiritual leader. When we
play the role of the Hierophant, to do it best, we channel or become an angel…or our own best highest selves. 

 

The little booklet includes meanings for each of the cards. All the meanings are, according to Berti, taken from the Bible, specifically, from the books of Proverbs and of Ecclesiasticus (a book
recognized by the Catholic church but not most Protestant groups). Examples include: "Act in such a way that all your thoughts are not sterile, that every action is productive, that every fruit you
produce is sweet" (for the Empress) and "Do not flee from melancholy but heed its voice: let it guide you towards self-knowledge" (for the 9 of Pentacles). You will find this use of a sacred text
(or two) as the inspiration for card meanings intriguing. 

 

In the booklet, Berti advises, "Try drawing a card every morning, or every time a problem is bothering you. Then read the sentence in relation to yourself, to your hopes, or to your desires. In
this way you will learn, day by day, to follow the suggestions of good conscience and make your life more serene." Because Berti means this deck as a guide to good living, he does not include
a spread or instructions for divinatory use. However, it can be used effectively in any traditional spread. This deck could become a very inspiring reading deck as well as a solid guide to
following the voice of your higher self. 

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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